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ABSTRACT 

This paper focuses on the structure of stereo models and 
the techniques for measuring 3D data from a binocular 
visual sysrem. A Gaussian sphere m d e l  is derived, which 
combines monocular cues with hinocular cues by mapping 
a 3D space onto two 2D image planes. The determinant of 
the Jacobian of the mapping is given and matching is 
performed using zero-crossings associated with their 
orientadon infomntion. The possibility of unnsfesring the 
knowledge such as the pmhability of occurrence of visuat 
scenes to the marching proccss From the mapping is 
discussed. The triangular geometry of stereoscopic views 
is represenled in  a vector and matrix form, and the 
Householder transform is used in calculating depth 
information from stereo disparity. The distsibu tions of 
error over x, y and z cmrdinntes werc analysed, providing 
a criterion for evaluating and comparing systems' 
pedomance. 

recognizable forms such as a familiar face. Thc only 
information supplied by random-dots i s  the spatial 
position, which can cause fusion of two eyes easily in 
perception. Sufficient as i t  is, though. spatinl features 
certainly are; not the sole source for matching. Julesz 
1195 11 gave a random-dot stereogfitm in which one or the 

images is expanded by 156. Stereopsis can still be easily 
obtained, which suggests that some other information, and 
particularly monocular informittion, is imponan t for the 
eyes to perform stereo matching. Another in~guing aspecl 
of binocular vision which has long been observed is 
binocular rivalry [Wheatstone 11(3R], which refers to rhe 
alternating periods or dominance and suppression 
occasioned by stimulation of corresponding retinal areas 
with dissimilar monocular stimuli. Although there has 
been much empirica! study of this phenomenon since thcn, 
only a few major theoretical developments have been made 
in stere.0 matching concerning binocular rivalry. 

We discuss limitations of oiir system: unable to cope with In this paper* we developed a new mdel which uses both 

occlusion and transparency. These l imi ra r i ans  are monocuTar cues and binocular information For stereo 

consistent with httmam stcreapsis and in both cases we Images of views are mapped "" a 

need either some high level knowledge or some other cues Gaussian 'phere+ The mapping monocu'nr 

such as oculomotor or monocular resolve the features, like edge and orientation, wilh binocular Scarures 

problem. like fixation axis and the ratio of stereo offset and focal 
length of cameras. To sirnillate binocular fusion and 

INTRODUCTION rivalry we implemented the model i~sing relaxation 
labelling. 

A process which recovers 3D information from 
stereoscopic views has two stages, matching and stereo 
calculntion. Different methods could he used to recover 
(relative) depth information from stereo and its particular 
choice depends on the stereo model used in the matching 
process. Those which employed thc epipolar-line model, 
such as Grimson's [19R 1 j. can recover depth infomation 
from the base line and stereo disparity using an elementary 
geometry of triangulation. Others, tike Trivedi's [1985]. 
which allow any optical axis setting would require a 
singular rnnpping from the 3D space to two 2D images 
using more general vector calculations. Javis [I9831 gave 
n detailed description about acquisition of dcpth 
information in 3D scenes. Brndy 119821, and Besl and 
Jain [I9851 provided an overview of the fields on depth 
infomarion and 3D analysis. 

STEREO MODEL FOR MATCHING 

In humans, the two eyes Iook at much the same region of 
visual space. Within this region of binocular overlap. the 
two eyes view objects from slightly different vantage 
points. By virtue of this lateral separation of the eyes 
which gives stereo disparities, humans are able to 
discriminate extremely small differences in relative depth. 
The stereo disparities include different spatial positions and 
orientations which can be used for matching. One problem 
in stereo matching using edges and orientations is that 
orientations and edges require different coordinate systems. 
The results depend critically upon the scale used to measure 
each coordinate. We cope with this problem by using 
probabilities. 

The famous random-dot stereogams invented by Jvlesz h t  US define lhe v~sion space as S : XxYxZ, X, Y and Z 
have k e n  used to show convincing1 y thar the calculation of R, and consider an edge of an object passing ~hrougl~ n 
nereo disparity (in humans) is not based on monocularly point (x, y, 2). If we represent this edge as an oriented 



vector in 3D space, it has an angle Q with the x axis and an 
angle cp with the: z axis. By using these two angles, the 
edge can also be represented as a point on the surface of a 
unit sphere. whose origin is (x, y, z), This is known as  
the Gaussian sphere [Arnold & Binford 151801, and the 
point is located on its surface In terns of spherical 

coordinates 0 and cp. The Gaussian sphere defines a 

mapping (Ax, Ay. dz)-+(B, cp) .  Given a corresponding 
pair of edges, one in each image, as shown in Figure 1. we 
are in~ercsted in how their angles are selnled and how we 
can use rhis relationship to guide our rn:~tching process. 
AIthough the angles 0, and 8, could be of any values. they 
are usually of fairly similar values. This is partly due 10 a 
mdente or a small offset of the baseline. 

- 
Figurt I The Gaussian sphere mdeI  for matching 

The matching process is to find the corresponding points in 
the left image and in the right image. We need clues to 
guEde the search. even i f  the clues give only some 
pssibifities that the fentures in the left imitge are relazed to 
the features i n  the sight image. The orientation feature 
represented by the point on the Gaussisn sphere casts a pair 
of image angles, (el, 6,)" on the left image and the right 
image. A continuous function exists for mapping the 

points on the Gaussian sphere, wirh coordinates 0 and cp, 
to the image angles (01, B,). i . e . 8 ~ ~  -+ Olx0,, . Similarly, 
there is an inverse function P which maps points in the 
space Olxer to points on the Gaussian sphere. Ox$. From 

the probability theorem, the probabilify distribution of (el, 

9,) equals the probability distribution of (0, cp)  multiplying 
wirh the Jacobian determinant of the mapping P [BIake 
19791, If we suppose all edges or ~ h j e c t ~  are randomly 
and uniformIy disrribured in the (0, 9) domain, the 
probability distribution \y of (el. 0,) will be 

v(OI, 8,) = 1 lJpl 
A 

where A is the area of the definition domain S1 of (0, p). 

This distribution gives a cortelntion function for €il and 0, 

The basic steps of our stereo process can now he stared as: 
1. build a gmmctric mdcl  of hinmular visual system, 

based on thc Gaussian sphere, 
2. Find n mapping P: Blxer 3 B x q ,  
3. calculate the determinaa of the Jacobian of P 

der Jp = 
ae av ae a~p a(B,q) 

4,  suppose (9. q) are in a uniform distribution and 

calculate the distribution function of y(O1, A,). 
5 .  extract features ( e l l ,  el2, ..., el,) from the left 

image and features (B B , ..-, e ) from the 
r l '  r2 r n 

right image, 
6 .  perform elaxation labelling on eli and 0 to get an 

'1 
optimal marching. 

The determinant of the Jacohirtn of the mapping 
P: (01, 8,) 4 (8. cp) is derived hy  

I .  find a mapping Q: extp + 81~0 , ,  with coordinates 

Ix, y. 2). 

2, inverse thc mapping Q toobtain P by: 
2.1 inverse Q undcr !he same coordinares (x, y, z). 
2.2 transform (x. y. z) coordinates into tB, rp) 
coordinates, giving the mapping 

P: elxer 4 ~xrp, 

3 .  calculate the Jnc~bian matrix Jp  of the mnpping P. 
4. calculate and simplify the dctcrminsnt IJpl. 

When the visual distance z is far enough comparing with 
B, i.c, I3/z M I ,  we have the determinant of the Jacobian 
manix defined as: 

IJpI = yl I(x, - x1) - Bcos2e11 
(1 1 

(xf + yf +I>.,= sin2(e1 - 6,) 
The detailed deduction can k found in [Iin 15921. 

It is noteworthy thnt the mapping P is not a bijective 
mapping. It is  not defined at (0. 01, as the circle z = 0 of 
points on the sphere for which 0 = 0 all mnp to (0,O). The 
mapping is not invertible at thnt point. which is why we 

use P to represent the mapping @lxe, + exlp rather than 

Q-l. This fact tallies with the effect in human vision. 
When people view a horizontal wire, they often lose their 
deprh perception. This is because rhe uniform Iexrure on 
the wire wipes out the size perception so that the stereo 
matching depends solely on orientation, but [he zero 
orientations in both eyes fail to stimulate binocular neurons 
to cause fusion. 

The value of r = in formula (1)  represents the 
eccenmcily of the Jac~binn determinant. Mapping factors 
reduce eccenrricaHy which tallies with rhe fact that visual 
acuity decreases wirh retinal eccentricity. 

DEPTH CALCULATION 

In Trivedi's [I9151 model of stereopsis, a stereoscopic 



view reflects the geometry of two cameras, as shown in 
Figure 2. The stereoscopic area (the dotted area) is the 
overlap htween the fields of view of the two cameras. 
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Figure 2 The geometrical srmcture of a visual system 

In three dimensions the supporting matched pairs 
corresponding to physical points provide a viewer-centred 
scene description called the gcornetrical descriptive bnse 
[Pollard et al. 19871. I n  this 'b:~se. each point is 
represented by a vector R We shall use an underlined 
letter 10 represent a direction:il vector. e.g.. R, and use a 
small superscript zcm to mark a unit directional vector. 
en%., K. We shall use upper case letters to refer to the 
scene in three dimensions while Iower case letters refer tn 
the images. Subscripts "T" and " r "  refer to the left view 
and the right view. respcctivcly. The geometricnl origin O 
is chosen in the middle of two foci of the leA and the right 
cameras as shown in Figure 2 without loss of gcnerality. 

Considering the four triangles bol~nded by the pairs of 
vectors I r l ,  zr), C', . zJ, Br. Z r )  and (R, , Z,). we have 

E ! ~ ~ = C Z ~  -Rl )Er  = Z; - 1!3 - sc)/Z, (2) 
and 

rrhr=Gr -Rr)Er=Z:-~R.-sr)Er (3) 
According to the initial setting. we hnve s = sI - s, i.e. 

S = $[+ 5, ' ( l { / z r  - Zi)ZI - Q,/z, - Zr9)Zr ( 4 )  
md 

2E = - [(T[/Z{ - z;K[ + (I,/t, - Z;E, I I S )  
Form~iia (4) is a vector equality in rhree dimensions. It can 
be rewritten as 

Sx = (rh. /zI - Zhm)Z[ - (rm l z ,  - Z,')Zr 

These ate consistcnt equations, nnd Zl and Z, can be 
obtained by soIving ~hese equations. The solution of Z! 

and 2, from (6) can be used i n  ( 5 )  to cnlcul~ite R. which 
gives the 3D coordinates of the point i n  the space of the 
scene. 

Given the above mathematical model, it is not difficult to 
cslculate the required depth information. In pranice. 
however, one faces numerous problems due to imprecise 
data. To solve this problem, we introduce an efficient 
algorithm using the Wouscholdet cransform [Strang 19R8j. 
Two Houschoider transforms 1-l2 and I t cnnslorm A into 

an upper hangul:lr matrix, and H2H, A% = H2H can be 

solved by a back substitution. Replacing rhe solttrion Z in 
15), we have 

lpk - rh IzdZr + (2% - r- IxIIZ, 
R = R = (qy - r4 /zdZr + (Zg - r, lz,IZ, (7) (1:) ( (Z't, - rk /zdZr + (ZO, - r, /zdZ, 

mansfom can be fo~rnd in [Jin 19921. 

1 
The derivnt ion of the algorithm i~sing the Housrholdcr 

THE DISTRIBUTION OF ERRORS 

One of [he Fundarncntnl problems in  s~ereo vision is rhnt the 
accuracy of the me;lsurements deurei~ses a s  [he distance 
increases. In order to find out the distribution of stereo 
dispxity, we simplify the arnngcrnenr of the stereo model. 
There is no loss of generality i n  assuming thst the two 
image screens coplnnnr, and the two x axes parallel to 
each other. I f  we take the Focal lerlgrt~ f or the two 
cameras as a standard unit, we hnve zl = z, = I ,  Z = ZI = 

2, and = Zr0. We define h = ISI1Z. which gives a 
parameter to analyse the relation berwecn the dismnce and 
the accuracy of the measurements. 

Defining 6 = !(I[ - ~ , ) t ,  which is stereo disp:irity, from the 

assumpzion and formula (4). we have 3 = - I, 12, i.e., 

bI - f, 1. From the definitions of A and &,we hnve 

I.=I~~E=IQ~ - ~ , ) I = s  (8 )  

First. k = & indicate7 that 3 large h rives s large stereo 

disparity. Their differentiation = 1 shows that stereo 
dS 

disparity increases with increasing A. 

Second, renrr:inging (8) we have Irl = 87.. To c:ilihr:tte, 
suppose there is n setup emor diffelenria~ing tc.1 over Z. we 

dtsl 
have -- = 6 2 0. which nlcnns that the accuracy or Z 

d% 
increases with the value of  orrset 151. 

Third. for measuring we have 6 = IzllZ. For a setup 
system, i.e. Is1 is a constant, differenriating 6 over 2. we 

have a = - , which means the measurement error is a 2 2  

invwsely related to the squnre of the distance. 

The error distributions over x and y coordinates are 
analysed as follows. From formula (7) and IRI = J (R~ + 
R; + R;), partially differentia~ing IRI and noting that Z is 
independent of  x and y by definition, we have 

Formula (9) gives the relation between the difference of 
31RI measurements over the x coordinnre - nnd the error in 
dx 

the original dnra - . Rewriting (9), we hrvc 
3 x  



where (Ifi + s,R) and brn - s,D) are focusing centres on 
the x axis of the left and right views respectively. From 
this we can draw an error distribution as shown in Figure 
3, where the curves give the equaE-ermr contours. 

Figure 3 The error disaibution over the x coordinate 

Similarly. the selation wer the y cootdinate i s  

and its error disrribution is shown i n  Figure 4. 

........ -- - I-.. 

._ ...... ...................... ............................ 

Figure 4 The mor distribution over the y cmrdinate 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

The significance of the mapping is that i t  defines a relation 
bctwctn the visual world and the two stereoscopic views, 
and combines the monocular features from two views with 
the binocular correlation of the stereopsis. The mapping as 
defined allows us to manipulate the model in various ways 
and reflect several characterisrics of stereo vision in 
humans. First, any a priori knowledge about the world, 
either from our knowledge of the visual scenes or from the 
features extracted monocular1 y from the stereoscopic 
views, can be applied in the mapping. Second, we can 
adjust the focus of the view point either ro improve thc 
success rate oh the stereo matching or rhc increased 
accuracy of the stereo disparity. The disaibution of the 
determinant of the Jacobian varies with x12+yt2 (i.t. 
concentricallyl.. Close to the centre, we have a steep 
distribution along O 1  = 0, which gives more weight for 
matching the stereo than that For calculating stereo 
disparity, and vice versa. 

Our solution to equation (6) is insensitive to errors as a 
resuIt of the smoothing effect i n  the least squares 
approximation. The Household annsForrn is an efficient 
methd for solving equation (6) from the viewpoint of both 
space and time. 

irnprovc the accuracy of the rneasurenments but this will also 
increase the difficulty of stereo marching since more widely 
differing views of the object can k obtained. A solution 
reducing the problem in [he matching process is preferred 
since it is the more crucial pan or the stereo probItm. 
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Increasing the baseline oh the two cameras will help 




